
THIRSTLOVE 

The place is extent : set on the table;
exact : : raw spool of  yarn and a glass of  red wine.

A candle burns in the glass burns 
an ellipse above the shadow of  your head on the wall.

 Acclimate, in eye-pulse curette the light. 

You toss the spool and the yarn loops 
over the tarnished arm,
the lamp hangs by its neck from the ceiling.

The point is to let the fingers act let act
the mind let watch let thirst for sight.

Dip the frayed end in the glass. Watch
closely. 

The liquid climbs the impossible paradigm 
of  fibre. Watch; when you blink
the center of  the earth escapes into space.

Inscape. To blink is the law.  

Interruption. A murrey fibre. 

Dread the inability, the liquidity,  
to liquid the law, to love the truth
which is love’s only real demand; the paradigm
remains undyed. 

The degree of  thirst, the 
extent : exact : :
love fails to tell the liquid what it lost, 
in the climb, climb from which none rappel.

 Drop by drop. 

 That skin made invisible gloss, made inaudible 
talc shudder in stations 
of  thunder. 

Please, now. Laugh first laugh your laugh last.

State this absolutely plain: love’s truth moves
in a paradigm (we think it’s terror



but it’s only thirst) which knows
no dread worthy of  its respect for liquid’s quiddity. 

Undistracted
by us (impersonal) by ploys of  plane and soft rain of  bright curls, knows
the wood is never plumb true or shaved raw
the skin stretched over motion beneath 
and gliss-sweat sure but never bare along its open
grain. 

Love’s thirst for raw wood and 
whatever it actually is, perfect metal, 
that’s laid along beyond in the name of  skin. 

The open grain isn’t in (nor of) the wood any more
than sound can live in the uncut 
space of  a single voice. 

The paradigm is practical
isn’t in the yarn’s fluid or 
in the wine’s fibre. Flake of  ash onto
wet concrete : mesenchyme, subsusurrus fascia. 

 Sibilant, in tongue-touch curette the sound.    

Limbs do twitch, the barrel roll of  horizon,
the 20 seconds of  consciousness
when air held, somehow, open, slams shut. 

 What’s alive in a life? 

 Lyric guillotine. Cuts. Cuts close. Cuts clothes. 

The closed (rhymes with toast) crease between the real 
wood and any extent : exact : : of  skin darker (which is to say always) 
than what’s truly raw (which is to say never) 
or really bare. 

A dream of  metaphoric rope :
extent tied into a real noose : : exact.  

The dream of  waking
up stripped to the skin, the wine in fibres : ex
tent : of  one eye and, with the other, 
you’re forced to watch (and fail to see) 
salt draw from what surrounds, draw together : : ex
act : : lost grain of  raw skin and the first tremor of  wood laid bare. 


